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Abstract
As the power level of Geostationary satellites increases, there is more demand of careful
ground test on solar array insulation strength. International atmosphere surrounding commercial
telecommunication satellites calls for common international standard on test conditions. The
issues regarding test environment, test circuit, test duration and external capacitance are
reviewed. Results of experiment on the influence of external capacitance on secondary arc
formation are presented.
Introduction
Since the last decade, the power level of a geostationary satellite has increased dramatically
to nearly 10 kW or even higher. To manage the large amount of power efficiently, nowadays

many commercial telecommunication satellites employ solar array that generates the electricity
at 100V.
As the voltage of solar array increases to 100V, arcing during substorm has been recognized
as serious hazard that sometimes threatens the stable supply of the solar array power. In
Geosynchronous Orbit (GEO), when a satellite receives the sunlight, its charging is dominated
by photoelectrons. As long as the satellite surface is well illuminated under the quiet condition,
photoelectrons keep the satellite potential within a few electron volts from the plasma potential.
Insulator surface such as coverglass has similar potential. When a satellite encounters substorm,
the current due to high-energy electrons increases and sometimes exceeds the current due to
photoelectrons. Then the potentials of the satellite body and the insulator surface can become
negative. Due to the difference of the secondary electron emission coefficients, the insulator
potential may drop slower than the satellite body. During that process, the coverglass potential
can be more positive than the nearby conductor, e.g. interconnector. This situation is called
"inverted potential gradient". In the present paper we call the potential difference between the
coverglass and the satellite body differential voltage. The differential voltage, ∆V, is defined in
the following equation;

∆V = φ cg − φ sat

(1)

where the satellite potential is equal to the interconnector potential at the negative end of the
solar array circuit. As the differential voltage builds up between coverglass and interconnector,
an arc may occur. It is well known that an arc occurs once the differential voltage reaches 100 or
200V in LEO plasma condition(1,2). Cho et al(3) found that an arc may occur with the differential
voltage of as low as 400V under simulated GEO plasma conditions during a ground experiment.
In Fig.1 we illustrate the definitions of arc phenomena discussed in this paper. If an arc
occurs as a single pulse, we call it a trigger arc, a primary electrostatic discharge (ESD) or a
primary arc. For the rest of present paper, we call it primary arc. There are two current paths of a
primary arc. One is current 1 in Fig.1 that flows between spacecraft and the ambient plasma,
where a capacitance of satellite body, typically of the order of 100pF provides energy. The other
is current 2 in Fig.1 that flows between the arc point and insulator surface on spacecraft, where a
capacitance of coverglass, at maximum more than 10µF, mostly provides energy.
If an arc occurs at a gap of two solar array strings or near defect of the insulator layer
between cells and conductive substrate, there is a risk of one primary arc growing to a
catastrophic arc receiving energy from the array itself. The risk has increased recently as the
power level of solar array has increased. When an arc occurs, the arc plasma may short-circuit
two points on solar array panel with different potentials, that is called secondary arc. The
secondary arc has three stages as shown in Fig.2. The first stage is non-sustained arc that

continues only while the primary arc current flows. The second stage is non-permanent sustained
arc that has a current pulse longer than that of the primary arc. The third stage is permanent
sustained arc where the current is maintained by the solar array string circuit and keeps flowing
until the solar array string circuit is disconnected. The sustained arc gives excessive heat to
underlying insulation substrate. Thermal breakdown of the insulation substrate leads to
permanent short-circuit of solar array strings. Several satellites(4,5) lost a part of solar array output
power due to the sustained arc. The risk of sustained arc increases as output voltage of solar
array increases, because the potential difference between two points short-circuited by the arc
plasma becomes higher.
As size and price of GEO satellites become larger, there is more demand for careful ground
test before launch. Ground tests are being carried out to confirm whether a given design of solar
array can withstand the sustained arc. In Fig.2 we schematically illustrate experimental layout of
a typical ground test. We place a solar array coupon inside a vacuum chamber. The coverglass
surface is charged more positively than the solar cells either by an energetic electron beam or by
positive ions. One string of solar cells is biased to a positive potential with respect to the
conductive substrate, simulating the positive end of solar array. Another string is grounded (or
sometimes connected through a resistance) to the conductive substrate, simulating the negative
end of solar array. The positive potential given to the first string, Vgap, should be equivalent to
solar array output voltage, Vout. The floating power supply simulates the solar array string circuit.
The power supply should act as a constant voltage source before an arc and should act as a
constant current source once the arc plasma short-circuits the strings or the string and the
substrate. The maximum current provided by the power supply should be equivalent to the solar
array short-circuit current, Isc.
When we carry out an ESD test of solar array, proper test conditions that simulate the
conditions in orbit are necessary. Inadequate testing conditions lead to unexpected failure in
space. Increasing the level of harshness beyond a reasonable limit is not always a good solution.
There is not yet any standard on how we carry out the ESD test on solar array. There are
currently four major issues regarding the ESD test method.
(1) How do we charge the coverglass to produce the inverted potential gradient?
(2) What type of power supply do we use to simulate the solar aray string circuit?
(3) How long do we carry out the test?
(4) How do we implement the role of capacitance associated with coverglass of solar array
panel that cannot be accommodated into the vacuum chamber?
As manufacturers, subcontractors, launchers, users and insurers of GEO telecommunication
satellites have become international, there is more need of international standard on the ESD test

method. The purpose of the present paper is to describe the four issues in detail to stimulate the
discussion to establish the common standard. There are many aspects in ESD test. In this paper
we focus on the test that investigates the insulation strength of a given solar array design against
the sustained arc phenomena.
Test Environment
Because a secondary arc occurs only when a primary arc occurs on a solar array coupon, to
investigate the insulation strength against the sustained arc, we want primary arcs as many as
possible. Table 1 lists the summary of three typical environment where ESD tests are carried out.
The electron beam environment uses an energetic electron beam whose energy is typically of the
order of keV. The electron beam charges the coverglass surface more positive than the solar array
circuit by inducing secondary electron emission. Typical background pressure is of the order of
10-6 Torr or less. The plasma environment uses plasma as dense as Low Earth Orbit (LEO), such
as 1010~1012m-3 to charge the coverglass surface. The plasma is usually produced via a diffusion
type glow discharge device and its temperature is of the order of 1eV. The background pressure
during the test is of the order of 10-5 Torr or more. The ion beam environment uses an ion beam
whose energy is 1keV or less. The background pressure is similar to the plasma environment
because the ions are extracted from the glow discharge device.
Usually the plasma environment gives the highest rate of primary arcs (arc rate), because
recharging of coverglass via the dense plasma is fast and the background pressure is high. Figure
2 shows a picture of solar array coupon used for the ESD test of ETS8 solar array (3,6). Two
identical coupons were tested in the same vacuum chamber for different environments, the
electron beam environment and the plasma environment. In the electron beam environment
where the electron current density was between 30µA/m2 and 3mA/m2 the arc rate was only 10
to 20 arcs per hour. On the other hand, in the plasma environment, the arc rate was more than 10
arcs per minute. Thermal ion current density in the plasma environment is of the order of
10µA/m2. Although this number is comparable to the electron beam current density, the solar
array coverglass can collect ions crossing the sheath boundary surrounding the solar array
coupon with much larger surface area than the coupon itself. Therefore, the actual current density
charging the coverglass is much higher than the simple one-dimensional thermal current density.
There is no doubt that the electron beam environment provides the best simulation of
inverted potential gradient in GEO that is caused by energetic electrons generated by susbstorm.
Because we want the arc rate as high as possible, however, we are tempted to use the plasma
environment to test a solar array coupon against sustained arc. Because the sustained arc
phenomena is usually short-circuit of two points that are separated only by one millimeter or less,
the phenomena may not depend on the nature of background conditions as long as a primary arc
occurs. To make sure that the ESD tests carried out under the plasma or ion beam environments

are representative of GEO conditions, the effects of background plasma density and neutral
density on the sustained arc formation must be studied. The best way is to confirm the sustained
arc thresholds for string voltage, string current and cell gap distance are independent of the
background parameters via experiments using the same test coupons in different environments.
At least we should verify that the results in the plasma environment are scalable to the results in
the electron beam environment.
Test circuit
To study sustained arc phenomena, we have at least two DC power supplies. One is a power
supply to bias the solar array coupon negatively with respect to the chamber ground, which is
shown as Vb in Fig.3. DC negative voltage given by this power supply simulates the satellite
potential with respect to the space plasma when a satellite is severely charged by energetic
electrons. We can charge the solar array coupon negatively by an electron beam alone. But, it is
very difficult to control the coupon potential. Stable DC output voltage is required for the first
power supply but not much capacity of current.
Another power supply simulates the solar array string output power that provides energy to
the arc plasma once a secondary arc occurs, which is shown as Isc in Fig.3. We call this power
supply string power supply in this paper. The requirement for the string power supply was
described by Payan et al.(7). Basically the string power supply must behave in a very similar way
to the real solar array circuit. Two strings on the test coupon are insulated before the primary arc
inception. Therefore the power supply should provide a constant voltage, Vgap, between the two
strings. Once the secondary arc plasma short-circuits the two strings, the voltage collapses and a
constant current is provided. After the secondary arc inception, the second power supply must act
as a constant current source that can provide the solar array short circuit current at maximum.
Figure 5 shows a schematic picture of string power supply(7). Three diodes ensure that a voltage
determined by Vgap=IsRL is kept before secondary arc inception and all of Is can flow between the
strings once the string gap is short-circuited by plasma. The DC power supply VL keeps the
voltage across the load RL that simulates the satellite load even after the secondary arc, which is
true for a real satellite as the bus voltage is maintained by other strings.
Transient current that flows at the transition from a primary arc to a secondary arc heavily
affects the outcome of the secondary arc. Figure 6 schematically shows a waveform of secondary
arc current. There is an overshoot at the beginning that is caused by capacitances parallel to the
string gap. The current also shows oscillation after the initial overshoot that is caused by
inductance associated with the string circuit.
There are three types of capacitance, capacitance of polyimide insulator and adhesive

between cells and conductive substrate, capacitance of cell PN junction and output capacitance
of power supply. The first two capacitances exist in a real satellite, but not the third one. The
combination of the first two capacitances is represented by C1 and C2 in Fig.5. These values of
capacitance can be calculated regarding the solar array circuit as a distributed parameter circuit.
The output capacitance of power supply varies depending on its type. When we use a
conventional DC power supply that acts either as a constant voltage source or a constant current
source, the output capacitance is even larger than 100µF. Therefore if we use a conventional DC
power supply to give Vgap, the overshoot is very large and it takes a relatively long time,
sometimes even longer than 1ms, to reach the steady state value, Is. The energy supplied by the
output capacitance does not exist in reality. Therefore, if we use a conventional power supply, we
give a significant amount of overstress to the gap. It is recommended that we use a solar array
simulator that has a small output capacitance of 100nF or less. Also, if we operate the solar array
simulator in a constant current mode before the arc inception, the effect of output capacitance
becomes even smaller.
The oscillation caused by inductance may lower the probability of secondary arc occurrence.
If there is too much inductance, the secondary arc current becomes negative crossing zero. As it
crosses zero, it might be terminated. Therefore, cable length must be as short as possible to avoid
the unnecessary oscillation. In real solar array circuit, however, there is also inductance. We need
a good estimate on the value of inductance to make the experimental circuit as realistic as
possible.
Test duration
Inverted potential gradient that is responsible for primary arcs occurs only occasionally in
orbit. Another paper presented in this conference(8) describes statistical analysis of GEO plasma
environment and estimate on total number of primary arcs. For a given set of satellite geometry
and surface material property, potentials of satellite body and insulator surface are determined by
the combination of solar incident angle and plasma parameters such as electron temperature,
electron density, ion temperature and ion density (2,8,9). Once these parameters are known, it is
possible to calculate the potentials for each case within certain accuracy using commercial
software such as NASCAP/GEO(10).
From the statistical analysis, we can calculate expected duration of any combination of the
plasma parameters. From the numerical simulation we can calculate the differential voltage, ∆V,
for each case of the plasma parameters. If we know the threshold of primary arc inception in
terms of differential voltage, we can calculate how long a satellite goes through the inverted
potential gradient exceeding the threshold by combining the statistical analysis and the numerical
simulation. If the numerical simulation code can properly calculate the temporal profile of the

potentials, we can deduce the number of primary arc by dividing the duration exceeding the
threshold by the time for ∆V to reach the threshold.
From the total number of expected arcs in orbit, we can set a number of primary arcs that a
test solar array coupon must endure to prove that it has sufficient insulation strength against the
sustained arc. The insulation strength may degrade over time in orbit as solar array surface is
exposed to ultra-violet (UV) ray, radiation or thermal cycles. The effect of these environmental
factors on the insulation strength is still unknown. If the effect is negligible and test results in the
plasma environment discussed in Sec.II are scalable to the GEO environment, we can finish the
ESD test quickly by using the plasma environment.
External Capacitance
As shown in Fig.1, capacitance of satellite body with respect to space, Csat, and capacitance
across coverglass, Ccg, provide energy to a primary arc. The coverglass capacitance has been a
subject of controversy. As a primary arc occurs, it quickly discharges the satellite capacitance via
the current path 1 in Fig.1. Then the satellite body potential that is very negative before the arc
inception jumps to near zero. The coverglass potential then becomes positive by ∆V with respect
to the plasma. If the satellite were in LEO-like dense plasma, the positive coverglass surface
would attract electrons and a large amount of electrostatic energy could be provided to the
primary arc plasma as the coverglass charge is neutralized (10,11,12). In tenuous plasma like GEO,
the conductivity of ambient plasma is so low that the arc plasma itself has to neutralize the
coverglass charge. Therefore, there is no guarantee the mechanisms of coverglass charge
neutralization in LEO environment and GEO environment are same. Leung et al. (13) carried out
an experiment using a large solar array coupon and showed that the plasma extends itself as far
as 0.7m with a speed of 9x103m/s in GEO-like environment.
Because we cannot place the whole solar array panel in a vacuum chamber, the majority of
the coverglass capacitance is usually simulated by a capacitor connected to the external circuit,
Cext, shown in Fig.3. The external capacitance represents both Csat and Ccg, but the satellite
capacitance is so small that even the capacitance of circuit cable, typically 100pF/m, might
exceed the value. Therefore, the external capacitance Cext is determined by how we implement
the role of coverglass capacitance that is missing from a test coupon. Typical
7cm × 3.5cm ×100µm size coverglass has about 700pF each. For a 10kW-class satellite the total
capacitance coverglass may exceed 10µF.
The amount of external capacitor currently employed differs among research institutions,
ranging from 100pF ( i.e. Csat only) to 1µF. Because the electrostatic energy is given by

1
1
CextVb2 , not Ccg∆V 2 and Vb >> ∆V , employing 1µF is equivalent to employing Ccg of
2
2
entire solar array paddles. The effect of external capacitance on a primary arc is significant. The
larger the external capacitance, the higher and longer current flows in the primary arc. In this
paper we call the primary arc current provided by Cext blow-off current. Solar cells are sometimes
damaged and suffer contamination when too much energy is injected from the external
capacitance (14,15).

How much of charge from coverglass flow as the blow-off current and how fast primary arc
plasma becomes a secondary arc could be the different problems, though. Once a primary arc
becomes a secondary arc, the solar array strings provide energy to the arc plasma and the
coverglass capacitance might affect little. If we focus only on the transition from the primary arc
to the secondary arc, we might not need to consider the entire solar array paddle as the source of
capacitance. We have carried out an experiment to study the properties of primary arc and
secondary arc plasmas while varying the value of Cext. The specific purpose of the experiment is
to find the value of external capacitance beyond that the transition process from a primary arc to
a secondary arc differs little. If we find such an upper bound, we have the appropriate value as
the coverglass capacitance for the ESD test on the secondary arc. If the value is reasonably small,
we can represent the coverglass capacitance only by the solar array coupon panel and avoid the
controversial external capacitance. Even if the value is so big that we need the external
capacitance, we can limit the value of external capacitance and avoid unnecessary overestimate
on the damage caused by primary arc.
In Fig.7 we show the experimental circuit layout. Figure 8 shows photograph of test
coupons used for the experiment. The experimental circuit and test coupons are kept as similar as
possible to the earlier works carried out at ONERA(16). The present experiment is carried out in a
vacuum chamber at KIT. The purpose of using the same setup is to share the experimental results
carried out at two different institutions by keeping consistency. One of the authors (E. Amorim)
stayed at KIT for four months to participate in the initial phase of experiment. The string power
supply in the experimental circuit is the same as the one shown in Fig.5. Once a primary arc
occurs, the coupon potential rises and the detector sends a signal to the delay pulse generator.
After a preset time delay, the pulse generator sends a gate signal to the spectrometer (Hamamatsu
Photonix C8808) that is equipped with an image intensifier. The gate width for the present
experiment is kept to 1µs. By varying the time delay, we can study the plasma properties at the
moment of transition from a primary arc to a secondary arc. We also use the quadruple mass
spectrometer to identify species of gas ejected at arc inception. We irradiate the test coupon
biased to -5kV by an electron beam of 5.2kV energy. The test coupon is made of two plates of
copper glued on insulating substrate. The copper plates simulate solar cells. They are separated
by 0.9mm. In order to simulate coverglass, PET film and SSM Teflon film are placed on top of

the copper plate. Because we want a primary arc occur at the focus of spectrometer, we put scars
at one side of copper plate. Only a part of metallic edge of copper plate is exposed and the other
part is insulated by narrow polyimide film. The video camera records flashes associated with
primary arcs. We identify the arc position by identifying the positions of primary arcs and
disregard the spectrometer data if the primary arc does not occur within the focus of
spectrometer.
Table 2 summarizes the experimental results. We have tested three types of coupons varying
their sizes. We judged whether a given arc current was a secondary arc current or not based on
the three criteria; (1) the current exceeded 1.3A (2) the current pulse width was longer than 10µs
(3) the current continued even after the end of blow-off current pulse. The number of secondary
arcs was much less than the number of primary arcs. It should be noted that secondary arcs
occurred even for zero external capacitance, Cext=0. In Fig.9 we show current waveforms of
secondary arcs for Cext=0. For this particular case, the secondary arc current continued up to
90µs. There were several other cases of secondary arc though they didn’t last as long as the case
shown in Fig.9. In Fig.10 we show a current waveform of secondary arcs for Cext=100nF. For
this case the secondary arc current continued 12µs. Figure 11 plots duration of secondary arcs for
different values of Cext. In the figure the results of sample 2 and 3 are combined. In order to
increase the number of data points, we have added the data taken in a different series of
experiment, though the experimental setting was the same, to the data listed in Table.2. There
seems no dependence of the secondary arc duration on the value of external capacitance.
Figure 12 shows a typical spectrum observed for the sample No.2 with Cext=12.5nF. At this
time, only the blow-off current was flowing and the amplitude was 3.6A. We have identified
strong lines of copper (324.7nm and 327.4nm), C2 swan band and hydrogen (656.3nm). Copper
atoms come from the metallic electrode. Carbon molecules probably come from insulator near
the electrode or adsorbed molecules. Hydrogen atoms come from adsorbed water molecules. In
Fig. 13 we plot a temporal profile of total pressure inside the vacuum chamber and partial
pressure of copper measured by the mass spectrometer. The spikes in the total pressure indicate
that primary arcs occur and adsorbed molecules are desorbed due to heat. Although very weak,
we see spikes in the copper signal that result from vaporization due to the primary arcs.
Figure 14 shows the strongest lines in each spectrum taken at various values of blow-off
current. The horizontal axis is the blow-off current that was flowing when the gate of
spectrometer was open. The peak values of blow-off current are proportional to the external
capacitance. When the blow-off current is higher than 8A, the copper line of 324.7nm dominates
for most of the cases. The result is reasonable if the current at the arc spot is maintained by
metallic vapor plasma evaporated from the electrode surface. The ratio of the two strong copper
lines is relatively constant once the copper lines dominate over other lines. Figure 14 also shows

the ratio of the intensity of 327.4nm to the intensity of 324.7nm. They show little scatter for the
blow-off current higher than 8A. If we derive electron temperature from this ratio assuming that
the arc plasma is in local thermodynamic equilibrium, the temperature is about 1000K. This
temperature is a little too low for typical vacuum arc plasma. These two lines originate from two
energy states separated only by 0.03eV. Therefore, it is very difficult to derive accurate
temperature with the resolution of the spectrometer used in the experiment (±1.5nm).
Nevertheless, the fact that the dominant spectrum lines and their ratio stay relatively same once
the blow-off current exceeds a certain value, 8A, suggests that there is an upper limit on plasma
property such as temperature even if we increase the blow-off current by increasing the external
capacitance, Cext. To find the upper limit on the plasma property, especially electron temperature
because arc plasma conductivity depends on the temperature not on the density, we need either
finer resolution of the optical spectrum or multiple sets of lines used for the temperature
derivation.
The present experimental results favor the use of external capacitance, Cext, as small as
satellite capacitance, Csat, only. Secondary arc occurs even for Cext=0 and the spectrum differs
little beyond 8A of the blow-off current. The experimental results presented in this paper are still
preliminary, however. We need more detailed picture of how the primary arc plasma becomes a
secondary arc by following the temporal variation of arc plasma properties. The final answer to
the problem of the external capacitance will be obtained only after we know coupling mechanism
of coverglass charge and primary arc current. To do so, we need to study arc plasma expansion
with a large solar array coupon such as the one carried out by Leung et al. (13) in tenuous
GEO-like plasma. The results will be used to determine the external capacitance for the test
purposes other than insulation strength against sustained arc, such as contamination or power
degradation due to repeated primary arcs(14).
Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed the state of our knowledge regarding the four issues
concerning conditions of ESD test of GEO satellite solar arrays. The followings are the
conclusions and proposed research topics necessary to improve the credibility of test results.
(1) Because the plasma environment gives the highest arc rate, we want to use the plasma
environment if possible. To do so, however, we have to make sure that the test results
in the plasma environment is the same as or at least scalable to the test results in the
electron beam environment.
(2) The power supply that simulates the solar array string circuit should have output
capacitance as small as possible. We need good estimates on capacitance and
inductance of solar array string.

(3) It is possible to estimate the number of primary arcs during operational lifetime of a
given satellite. To test the insulation strength against sustained arc we should verify
that no sustained arc occur even after the same number of arcs occurs on a solar array
coupon. The effect of long duration degradation of insulation material due to exposure
to space environment needs to be clarified.
(4) Even if there is no external capacitance connected to a solar array coupon, a primary
arc can become a secondary arc. Beyond a certain value of arc current, the metallic
vapor becomes the dominant species of arc plasma. These preliminary results suggest
that, if the test purpose is only to know whether sustained arc occurs or not, the
satellite capacitance and only a fraction of total coverglass capacitance are sufficient as
the external capacitance. We need to study temporal variation of arc plasma properties
to verify this finding.

Environment
Electron beam
Plasma
Ion beam
Energy of charged particles
> 1 keV
~1eV
≤ 1 keV
-6
-5
Background pressure
≤ 10 Torr
≥10 Torr
≥10-5 Torr
Primary arc rate
low
very high
high
Plasma density
low
high
Table 1: Comparison of three environments of ESD tests used to produce inverted
potential gradient on a solar array coupon
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Number of secondary arcs observed for different values of Cext.
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